Three Parables

(1) The Heart of the Father

After eating a meal one rainy Sunday evening last month, I sat down to watch the national and international news on TV. My children also sat around me. The news described some young people who had been arrested for the fearful drug addiction that affects our neighboring country. Suddenly one of my daughters turned to her brother, "Oh Bong Kha, what happened to your friend who was addicted to drugs?"

The brother answered, "You mean Rithy? He is healed."

When I heard my children talking this way about his friends I asked my older son, "Kha, who is Rithy? What happened to him?"

My older son told me everything. "Mother, you remember. Rithy studied with me in Baktouk High School, and he used to come to our house. Rithy is the son of Uncle Brak Sambath, who has huge villa in front of Toulkok. His father is very rich; they have several cars. When he completed high school he went to study at the National
Institute of Management near Wat Phnom. Just two years ago he earned his bachelor’s degree.”

“After finishing college, why did he fall into drug addiction?” my other daughter asked.

My older son continued, “Life is very easy for rich children, unlike the poor who can do nothing. We are too short to reach anything. After earning his degree, Rithy asked his father to give him money to open a tourism business in Siem Reap. Because father favors him and always gives him whatever he asks, he agreed, and gave him a lot of start-up capital.

“Rithy began well as a business owner, but later he became acquainted with friends who enticed him to do many bad things for kicks. Now he was learning bad habits from a neighboring country—going places, drinking, getting girls for his business. Finally he became addicted to drugs. As a result he lost his credit as a moral and knowledgeable young man, and his company closed its doors. He had nothing.

“Later he realized that he had wasted everything that his father had given him. Not only that, he had also become addicted to drugs—something that society hates. After contemplating all this, he decided to come back to Phnom Penh to apologize to his father, even though he was scared that his father would punish him severely.

“When he arrived home he was so afraid he almost could not go inside. But when his father saw how very skinny he was, he felt great pity for him. When Rithy saw his father, he knelt down and begged his father’s forgiveness, but his father lifted him up and called all his brothers and sisters to come and welcome him home. Then he found a good doctor to treat him until he got better. This year his father sent him to another school to get his doctor’s degree.”

At that time my youngest son said, “Rithy’s father is very kind; he loves his son so much.”

All the words that my son says remind me of the prodigal son in the Bible. Jesus told this parable to the Pharisees to teach them about God’s compassion for us. We as his children do many wrong things against him, but our Heavenly Father forgives all our sin when we turn back to him.
This story also reflects to us the problems of present society, and reminds us to carefully teach our young people not to fall into those bad things. Don’t conform to this world. Watch out for the influence of the culture of our neighboring country that may lead us to fall into this destruction. We all know that young people are like young bamboo. If they don’t value their lives as belonging to God, they may end up practicing the immorality that society hates. Our young people must not become like salt without taste. Therefore they must think carefully about making friends, listening carefully, controlling themselves, not loving money, and living with integrity. As good citizens we must unite together to build up our society to be pure and peaceful.
Two Americans, Dale and Rick, went for a stroll in a town in Siem Reap province. While walking Dale touched his pocket—and a shock ran through his body when he realized that his passport and the $1,000 that had been there were gone. Dale and Rick grew very nervous, and searched everywhere on that day in 1999.

While he was searching, a Japanese man approached him. “What is your name?” he inquired. Because Dale was so worried he snapped back, “What is your name?” Then he continued his search.

After a while the same fellow approached Dale again. “What is your name?” he repeated. “What is your name?” Dale again retorted. Still later the Japanese man came to him one more time with the same question. Dale started to grow curious, and this time answered in a polite manner, “My name is Dale.”

“What is your family name?”
“My family name is Jones.”

“What are you looking for?” the stranger asked. Then he took out a picture and asked, “Is this yours?”
With surprise he took the picture in his hand. “Yes, this is mine!” he replied.

That Japanese man then returned the more than $1,000 and passport that had fallen from Dale’s pocket. Dale was very happy ... but at the same time sorry about his bad attitude and behavior toward the Japanese man. He should not have used impolite words with him. Dale apologized and thanked the man for finding and returning what had fallen from his pocket.

This Japanese person was a faithful man. Do we have people like him in the Christian community? How many of our leaders have this kind of commitment to keep themselves pure by fearing God? Jesus said, “If you love me, you have to obey my commandments. You have to carry your cross everyday.” God did not create people to act any way they want, but rather to obey and worship Him only. True worship takes place not just inside the church once a week, but should be our activity every minute in praise of His name. If you do not do good to people, how can you say that you are glorifying God?

We must not forget to do good, although we remember that good works do not save us. We received salvation to do good works, and to do them with gladness of heart. This Japanese man did good with gladness. Most people would not be willing to give up something valuable they found and could keep, but this Japanese man wanted to keep purity of heart as the pattern of his life.

People often do not practice good because we have been born into a sinful world. Sin leads us to do bad things. Good works cannot happen unless there is a motivating strength inside, and that strength is love.

The Son of God came to this world not because somebody forced him to come; he came voluntarily out of obedience to his Father and love for humanity. Because of love he sacrificed his life for our sake. To do good honors him and shows that the love we have toward him is not enough. Faithfulness requires total commitment to him.

The Japanese man wanted to return the passport and money even though the owner at first treated him rudely and impolitely.

To fulfill his plan Jesus confronted the Pharisees and the teachers of the law although they mocked and crucified him.
Commitment is the strong foundation for a leader and also is the underlying strategy that leads to success in every endeavor.

Finally, Jesus is giving you time to return to him. Let him give you strength and mold your life so you may become like a diamond that shines brightly to the lost world. Whatever situation you are in, God still needs you. You are an example to other people by your good work and loyalty to what you are doing. One day you will meet Jesus and He will say, “You have been a good, faithful servant; please come and be happy with me” (Matt. 25:21–22).
Talking about Cambodia reminds us of the famous Angkor Temple, which draws many people to visit it at least once in their lifetime. But we also remember the dark age of the Pol Pot regime when millions of Cambodian lives were lost. There is no exact answer to the questions of what happened to all the people then.

I also am one of those who endured that horrible time. On April 17, 1975 all who lived in the city were forced by black-shirted soldiers to leave for the various provinces of Cambodia. My family was among them. Along the way were crowds of people. My father and family were unsure of where to go; we just followed the crowds. At that time I was only six years old. My father said, “Come, I’ll carry you,” and he carried me and later put me on his back. When I was on his back, I felt very happy and warm. Nothing could compare with this peace. While we are walking along the way I frequently asked my father, “Father, father, are you weary?” He answered, “No.” I asked him many times about what I was seeing but didn’t understand. Often time we laughed together and were very happy.
This reminds me of the love between a father and his son. God is not different—he loves us as his children, he protects us, he carries us away from the trouble that arises from sin. His love means that he never complains, but continually protects us in all circumstances because he loves us as his children. The Bible says, “... in the wilderness ... you saw how Yahweh your God carried you, as a father carries his son, all the way you went until you reached this place” (Deut 1:31).

- Whenever son face a problem, the father always protects him.
- Protection is love.
- In his love God sacrifices everything to protect and care for us.
Conclusion

Perhaps the preceding has prompted you to write an article for Honeycomb. If so, we offer, with tongue in cheek, the following advice to our English authors:

Advice to Our Contributors
“How to Write Good”

1. Avoid run on sentences they are hard to read.
2. About sentence fragments.
3. It behooves us to avoid archaisms.
4. Also avoid awkward or affected alliteration.
5. Don’t use no double negatives.
6. If I’ve told you once I’ve told you a million times: don’t exaggerate.
7. Avoid commas, that aren’t necessary.
8. Verbs has to agree with their subjects.
9. Likewise, pronouns have to agree with its referents.
10. Use of the passive voice should be avoided.
11. Never use a long word when a miniscule one will do.
12. Don’t verb nouns.
13. Kill all exclamation marks!!!!!!!
14. When dangling, don’t use participles.
15. Who needs rhetorical questions?
17. Proofread carefully to sure you didn’t any words out.
18. Eschew obsfuscation, and employ the vernacular.
19. Prepositions are not words to end sentences with.
20. Avoid ampersands & abbrevs., etc.
21. Parenthetical remarks (however relevant) are unnecessary.
22. Remember to never split an infinitive.
23. Contractions aren’t necessary.
24. Foreign words and phrases are not à propos.
25. One should never generalize.
27. Be more or less specific.
29. Even if a mixed metaphor sings, it should be derailed.
30. Beware of irregular verbs that have crept into our language.
31. Last but not least, avoid clichés like the plague (they’re old hat).
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ភាសាខ្មែរ
៣០ សេចក្តីព័ត៌មាន 5/1 (ឆ្នាំ ២០០៤)
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បណ្តាញ
ការងារភូតីអ្នកប្រឈមភាព

លោក វិវৎ វិវា

ដែលបានធ្វើដំណើរការនៅក្នុងជាតិកម្ពុជាដ៏លោកក្លាយក្នុងរយៈពេលជីេញជាលើសម្រាប់បញ្ហាសិក្ដីបំផុត។ លោកបានប្រការជាហេងអំរីជំដួលោកធ្វើឱ្យខ្លួនឯងមានសុខភាពស្រុក។ លោកបានធ្វើការជាមួយដ៏ឯកភាពជាមួយក្នុងរយៈពេលច្របាច់។ ដែលបានធ្វើដំណើរការនៅក្នុងជាតិកម្ពុជាដ៏លោកក្លាយក្នុងរយៈពេលជីេញជាលើសម្រាប់បញ្ហាសិក្ដីបំផុត។ លោកបានប្រការជាហេងអំរីជំដួលោកធ្វើឱ្យខ្លួនឯងមានសុខភាពស្រុក។ លោកបានធ្វើការជាមួយដ៏ឯកភាពជាមួយក្នុងរយៈពេលច្របាច់។
ពេញ ស៊ុនគោរព 5/1 (អំពេញ 2004)

ក្នុងគោលនៃការប្រការប្រការរបស់ក្រសួងប្រតិបត្តិការជាតិ ក្រសួងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ក្រសួងឈ្នះប្រជាជន និងក្រសួងពារតម្រូវការ នៅពេលដែលក្រសួងប្រតិបត្តិការជាតិ ក្រសួងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ និងក្រសួងឈ្នះប្រជាជន បានក្លាយជារដ្ឋការណ៍ធ្វើការដោយរីករាយមុនការដែលអាចមានការឈ្នះប្រជាជននៅក្នុងប្រទេសអូស្ត្រាម ឬក្នុងប្រទេសអាមេរិក ការស្វែងរកសេចក្តីប្រឈមរបស់ khmer-ដៃជាតិនៅក្នុងប្រទេសអាមេរិក និងប្រទេសអូស្ត្រាម  បានប្រការប្រការនៅពេលដែលមានប្រការប្រការដែលបានរក្សាសេចក្តីប្រឈមនៃក្រសួងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ ក្រសួងប្រតិបត្តិការជាតិ និងក្រសួងឈ្នះប្រជាជន ក្នុងប្រទេសអូស្ត្រាម និងប្រទេសអាមេរិក ដែលមានសេចក្តីប្រឈមរបស់ khmer-ដៃជាតិនៅក្នុងប្រទេសអូស្ត្រាម និងប្រទេសអាមេរិក ក្នុងពេលដែលសមាជីភាពរបស់ khmer-ដៃជាតិនៅក្នុងប្រទេសអូស្ត្រាម និងប្រទេសអាមេរិក បានប្រការប្រការនៅពេលដែលមានសេចក្តីប្រឈមរបស់ khmer-ដៃជាតិនៅក្នុងប្រទេសអូស្ត្រាម និងប្រទេសអាមេរិក ក្នុងពេលដែលសមាជីភាពរបស់ khmer-ដៃជាតិនៅក្នុងប្រទេសអូស្ត្រាម និងប្រទេសអាមេរិក បានប្រការប្រការពេលដែលមានសេចក្តីប្រឈមរបស់ khmer-ដៃជាតិនៅក្នុងប្រទេសអូស្ត្រាម និងប្រទេសអាមេរិក ក្នុងពេលដែលសមាជីភាពរបស់ khmer-ដៃជាតិនៅក្នុងប្រទេសអូស្ត្រាម និងប្រទេសអាមេរិក បានប្រការប្រការ
តើអ្នកមិនអាចស្ថិតធនាលើសេចក្តីប្រែប្រែប្រែអំពីធនាបាយក្នុងការសម្រេចការណ៍បង្ហាញពីជីវិតរបស់អ្នកជាមួយនឹងគ្រប់ប្រភេទរឿករើសរីរាល់ជីវិតរបស់អ្នកទេ ។

ប្រហតុការប្រកួតពីជីវិតជាភាពជីវិត គឺជាប្រភពទីមួយដែលមានអត្ថប្រយោជន៍យេះដែលមានការសម្រាប់ជីវិតរបស់អ្នកគ្នា។ ការសម្រេចការណ៍នេះបានធ្វើឲ្យអ្នកដឹងអំពីប្រភេទរឿករាល់រឿងជីវិតរបស់អ្នក។ អ្នកត្រូវបានតែងសម្រាប់ជីវិតរបស់អ្នកដ៏ស្រស់ស្អាតជាច្រើននៅក្នុងស្ថានភាពប្រកួតពីជីវិត។

ការសម្រេចការណ៍ពីជីវិតជាភាពជីវិតបានធ្វើឲ្យអ្នកស្គាល់ប្រភពដៃិបត្តិសាលាញូវប្រារប្ឡូនឬការសម្រេចការណ៍ដ៏ស្រស់ស្អាតបន្ទាប់ពីជីវិតរបស់អ្នក។ ការស្គាល់ប្រភពដៃិបត្តិនូវប្រារប្ឡូនឬការសម្រេចការណ៍ដ៏ស្រស់ស្អាតបន្ទាប់ពីជីវិតរបស់អ្នកបានធ្វើឲ្យអ្នកស្គាល់ពីជីវិតរបស់អ្នកដ៏ស្រស់ស្អាត។

សូមបន្តិចស្គាល់ពីជីវិតរបស់អ្នក។
ការអត្ថប្រយោជន៍ក្នុងការបង្កើតសារសំក្លាស់

1. ក្នុងការអនុញ្ញាតិបញ្ជូនការងារបណ្តាលបង្កើតវិទ្យាសីលសម្រាប់ដំណើរការនេះ គ្រូសិក្សាក្នុងការបង្កើតសារសំក្លាស់ដែលត្រូវបានបង្កើតមកលើការពន្លឺពិនិត្យអំពីការបង្កើតសារសំក្លាស់ដែលត្រូវបានបង្កើតមកលើការពន្លឺពិនិត្យអំពីការបង្កើតសារសំក្លាស់នេះ។

2. ការអនុញ្ញាតិបញ្ជូនការងារបណ្តាលបង្កើតវិទ្យាសីលសម្រាប់ដំណើរការនេះ គ្រូសិក្សាក្នុងការបង្កើតសារសំក្លាស់ដែលត្រូវបានបង្កើតមកលើការពន្លឺពិនិត្យអំពីការបង្កើតសារសំក្លាស់ដែលត្រូវបានបង្កើតមកលើការពន្លឺពិនិត្យអំពីការបង្កើតសារសំក្លាស់នេះ។

3. ការអនុញ្ញាតិបញ្ជូនការងារបណ្តាលបង្កើតវិទ្យាសីលសម្រាប់ដំណើរការនេះ គ្រូសិក្សាក្នុងការបង្កើតសារសំក្លាស់ដែលត្រូវបានបង្កើតមកលើការពន្លឺពិនិត្យអំពីការបង្កើតសារសំក្លាស់ដែលត្រូវបានបង្កើតមកលើការពន្លឺពិនិត្យអំពីការបង្កើតសារសំក្លាស់នេះ។
អត្ថបទធម្មនធដែនក្នុងការស្វែងរកជំហាន ការនឹងទទួលបានគោលបានបំផុត។ ដើម្បីត្រូវបានគោលបានបំផុត គេអាចរកបានការស្វែងរកជំហានដ៏ជូនបំផុតនេងក្នុងការប្រកួតប្រជែង។ ប្រជាជនដែលក្លាយជា អ្នកស្វែងរកជំហានក្នុងការប្រកួតប្រជែងដែលអាចធ្វើការស្វែងរកជំហានជាមួយនឹងគោលបានបំផុតបាន ការត្រូវបានគោលបានបំផុតក្នុងការប្រកួតប្រជែង។

ការប្រកួតប្រជែង។ ប្រជាជនដែលក្លាយជា អ្នកស្វែងរកជំហានក្នុងការប្រកួតប្រជែងដែលអាចធ្វើការស្វែងរកជំហានជាមួយនឹងគោលបានបំផុតបាន ការត្រូវបានគោលបានបំផុតក្នុងការប្រកួតប្រជែង។

* អ្នកអាចស្វែងរកបាន ប្រឈាមការស្វែងរកជំហានក្នុងការប្រកួតប្រជែង បំផុត។

(កំណុំ 2005) 10:15
មាន សន្ទនាសម្រាប់ ៤/១ (សុខាអ ២០០៤)

៤. ការបន្តពីប្រការពិសោធន៍មើលបាន ការអនុវត្តន៍ប្រការពិសោធន៍កំតារដោយកុមា្យ៍ ។៣ ការធ្វើសំណាកឱ្យចំហើរការអនុវត្តន៍ប្រការពិសោធន៍ ។៣ ឬការអនុវត្តន៍ប្រការពិសោធន៍ដែលធ្វើដោយដំណោះស្រាយបាន ។៣ ការធ្វើ សំណាកឱ្យចំហើរការអនុវត្តន៍ប្រការពិសោធន៍កំតារដោយកុមា្យ៍ ។៣ ការធ្វើសំណាកឱ្យចំហើរការអនុវត្តន៍ប្រការពិសោធន៍កំតារដោយកុមា្យ៍ ។៣ ការធ្វើសំណាកឱ្យចំហើរការអនុវត្តន៍ប្រការពិសោធន៍កំតារដោយកុមា្យ៍ ។៣ ការធ្វើសំណាកឱ្យចំហើរការអនុវត្តន៍ប្រការពិសោធន៍កំតារដោយកុមា្យ៍ ។៣ ការធ្វើសំណាកឱ្យចំហើរការអនុវត្តន៍ប្រការពិសោធន៍កំតារដោយកុមា្យ៍ ។៣ ការធ្វើសំណាកឱ្យចំហើរការអនុវត្តន៍ប្រការពិសោធន៍កំតារដោយកុមា្យ៍ ។៣ ការធ្វើសំណាកឱ្យចំហើរការអនុវត្តន៍ប្រការពិសោធន៍កំតារដោយកុមា្យ៍ ។៣ ការធ្វើសំណាកឱ្យចំហើរការអនុវត្តន៍ប្រការពិសោធន៍កំតារដោយកុមា្យ៍ ។៣ ការធ្វើសំណាកឱ្យចំហើរការអនុវត្តន៍ប្រការពិសោធន៍កំតារដោយកុមា្យ៍ ។៣
ផ្លាស់ប្តូរយោងត្រូវបានក្លាយឲ្យបានចុះសម្រាប់ក្លាយជាព្រះអង្គទេវបម្រាប់។ បារមឈឯទេសធ្វើការរបស់សាលារៀនប្រចាំសប្តាហ៍។ 

(២) ឈុតីលេខ៤

១. មីឆ្នាំសិក្សា (វ.ស.ថ. មី) ច. ២០២២ ច. ២០២៣ ច. ២០២៤ ច. ២០២៥

២. មីឆ្នាំសិក្សា (វ.ស.ថ. មី) ច. ២០២៦ ច. ២០២៧ ច. ២០២៨ ច. ២០២៩

៣. មីឆ្នាំសិក្សា (វ.ស.ថ. មី) ច. ២០៣០ ច. ២០៣១ ច. ២០៣២ ច. ២០៣៣

៤. មីឆ្នាំសិក្សា (វ.ស.ថ. មី) ច. ២០៣៥ ច. ២០៣៦ ច. ២០៣៧ ច. ២០៣៨

២. មីឆ្នាំសិក្សា (វ.ស.ថ. មី) ច. ២០៥០ ច. ២០៥១ ច. ២០៥២ ច. ២០៥៣

៣. មីឆ្នាំសិក្សា (វ.ស.ថ. មី) ច. ២០៥៥ ច. ២០៥៦ ច. ២០៥៧ ច. ២០៥៨

៤. មីឆ្នាំសិក្សា (វ.ស.ថ. មី) ច. ២០៦៥ ច. ២០៦៦ ច. ២០៦៧ ច. ២០៦៨

២. មីឆ្នាំសិក្សា (វ.ស.ថ. មី) ច. ២០៧០ ច. ២០៧១ ច. ២០៧២ ច. ២០៧៣

៣. មីឆ្នាំសិក្សា (វ.ស.ថ. មី) ច. ២០៧៥ ច. ២០៧៦ ច. ២០៧៧ ច. ២០៧៨

៤. មីឆ្នាំសិក្សា (វ.ស.ថ. មី) ច. ២០៨៥ ច. ២០៨៦ ច. ២០៨៧ ច. ២០៨៨

២. មីឆ្នាំសិក្សា (វ.ស.ថ. មី) ច. ២០៩០ ច. ២០៩១ ច. ២០៩២ ច. ២០៩៣

៣. មីឆ្នាំសិក្សា (វ.ស.ថ. មី) ច. ២០៩៥ ច. ២០៩៦ ច. ២០៩៧ ច. ២០៩៨

៤. មីឆ្នាំសិក្សា (វ.ស.ថ. មី) ច. ២០៩៩ ច. ២០៩០ ច. ២០៩១ ច. ២០៩២
ការណែនាំការប្រការីរៀនការពារការពាររឿងហ៊ុនបុរសអាជីវកម្មក្នុងក្នុងសហការណេតិការព័ត៌មាន់ទីបច្ចេកវិទ្យារឿងហ៊ុនតាមប្រការីប្រការីរៀនការពាររឿងហ៊ុនបុរសអាជីវកម្មក្នុងក្នុងសហការណេតិការព័ត៌មាន់ទីបច្ចេកវិទ្យា។ ឱ្យដូចដែលបានប្រការីប្រការីរៀនការពាររឿងហ៊ុនបុរសអាជីវកម្មក្នុងក្នុងសហការណេតិការព័ត៌មាន់ទីបច្ចេកវិទ្យារឿងហ៊ុនតាមប្រការីប្រការីរៀនការពាររឿងហ៊ុនបុរសអាជីវកម្មក្នុងក្នុងសហការណេតិការព័ត៌មាន់ទីបច្ចេកវិទ្យា។}
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